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Ongoing recovery on solid tone in global economy and supportive policy measures 
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Japanese Economic Analysis (January 2017) 

Production sees a turnaround and  
is expected to increase 
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 Japanese economic indicators released between the previous year end and the beginning of new year almost 
confirmed continuous economic recovery in October - December 2016.  Japanese economy is expected to 
continue its recovery with some volatility time to time, as its recovery had started from July - September 2016 
underpinned by recovery of global economy and economic measures put in place by the Japanese government. As 
for price, we expect consumer price core index to show higher rise around 1% YoY towards second half of FY2017, 
as Japanese economic growth is likely to surpass its growth potential.  

Japan will see a moderate economic recovery going forward, supported by 

solid tone in global economy and Japan’s government’s policy measures 
Future Outlook  

Consumer Price Index is falling 
Subdued price trend persists if excluding 
crude oil price hike factor 

 Consumer Price Index (excluding fresh foods, hereafter 
Core) for November 2016 was - 0.4% YoY which was less 
than market consensus (- 0.3% YoY) and stayed within 
same negative gap of the previous month. Energy 
continued to narrow its negative growth (- 7.9% in 
October ⇒ - 6.7% in November) , while other items such 
as Communications, Education & Recreation, Clothing 
and Footwear saw either slowdown of rise or widening 
of negative growth. Price trend continues to be subdued 
except for crude oil price hike factor as Japanese 
corporates’ pricing behavior is still cautious. 

 Industrial production index for November rose + 1.5% 
MoM. Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry revised 
its basic assessment to “some recovery”. Export from 
Japan to overseas is increasing due to (i) stabilization of 
Chinese economy, (ii) recovery of US economy and (iii) 
recovery of global IT cycle which contributed to the 
recovery of Japanese production. 
 

 According to the Survey of Production Forecast, 
industrial production of December 2016 and January 
2017 are expected to increase + 2.0% and + 2.2% (both 
MoM) respectively. We expect production to continue 
growing going forward.  

“Industrial Production Index” 

(Note) Data period is from January 2014 to January 2017.  
             December 2016 and beyond is forecast. Industrial  
             Production Index: 2010 = 100,  Seasonally adjusted. 
(Source) SMAM, based on Bloomberg L. P. data. 

“Consumer Price Core Index (YoY)” 

(Note) Data period is from January 2011 to November 2016.  
             Consumer Price Core Index is Consumer Price Index  
             (excluding fresh food). 
(Source) SMAM, based on Bloomberg L. P. data. 
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Disclaimer 
 
Please read this disclaimer carefully. 
= This material is for non-Japanese institutional investors only. 
= The research and analysis included in this report, and those opinions or judgments as outcomes thereof, are 

intended to introduce or demonstrate capabilities and expertise of Sumitomo Mitsui Asset Management Company, 
Ltd. (hereinafter “SMAM”), or to provide information on investment strategies and opportunities. Therefore this 

material is not intended to offer or solicit investments, provide investment advice or service, or to be considered as 
disclosure documents under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law of Japan. 

= The expected returns or risks in this report are calculated based upon historical data and/or estimated upon the 
economic outlook at present, and should be construed no warrant of future returns and risks. 

=  Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 
= The simulated data or returns in this report besides the fund historical returns do not include/reflect any investment 

management fees, transaction costs, or re-balancing costs, etc. 
= The investment products or strategies do not guarantee future results nor guarantee the principal of investments. 

The investments may suffer losses and the results of investments, including such losses, belong to the client. 
= The recipient of this report must make its own independent decisions regarding investments. 
= The opinions, outlooks and estimates in this report do not guarantee future trends or results. They constitute 

SMAM’s judgment as of the date of this material and are subject to change without notice. 
= The awards included in this report are based on past achievements and do not guarantee future results. 
= The intellectual property and all rights of the benchmarks/indices belong to the publisher and the authorized 

entities/individuals. 
= This material has been prepared by obtaining data from sources which are believed to be reliable but SMAM can not 

and does not guarantee its completeness or accuracy. 
= All rights, titles and interests in this material and any content contained herein are the exclusive properties of SMAM, 

except as otherwise stated. It is strictly prohibited from using this material for investments, reproducing/copying 
this material without SMAM’s authorization, or from disclosing this material to a third party. 
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